In the Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), a vehicle or the vehicle driver could be recognized and tracked by eavesdropping its queries (e.g., beacons) by an adversary as these contains personal information like location, speed, and communication of the vehicles. This attack leads to threats to the vehicle`s location and leakage of personal information. The current solution, is to use the anonymizer as a third trusted party between the vehicles and the LBS. In this paper we refer to the use of a Fog server with Fog anonymizer to secure the communication among the vehicles and LBS. Our scheme consists of four phases. In first phase, the vehicle driver initiates the communication process and generate the encrypted messages. These messages may contain the sub-messages. In phase 2, the Fog server received the messages via different roots. The Fs combined the messages and decrypt the messages based on the PK received by the vehicle. All the Fog server perform the same task for encryption and decryption. If any of the Fog server was compromised, we still had the link for communication. In Phase 3, the Fog anonymizer receive the messages from the Fog node, anonymize them based on the anonymization process. Thereafter, the Fog anonymizer send these messages to LBS to achieve desired goals. The Fog anonymizer perform the same job for anonymization and de-anonymization, while sending and receiving the messages from the LBS. In the last phase, the LBS received the messages from the Fog anonymizer, understand the communication messages, compile the desired results, and sent them back to the Fog anonymizer. Our analysis shows that the proposed scheme preserved the location privacy based on the queries at low communication and computational cost.
Introduction
In the coming years, VANETs will perform a significant role in enhancing road security, safety and the traffic efficiency in transportation systems [1] . The technology offers a variety of interesting applications, which include security plans such as alerts and emergency reports for non-security applications e.g., entertainment, environment, and weather [2] . Many security applications claim to rely on a basic mechanism, which means that vehicles continuously transmit security messages [3] , [4, 16] . These safety messages contain the knowledge about the present status of the vehicles, such as the speed, direction, position and acceleration [5, 35] .
Security and privacy are one of the main challenges in VANETs. Security messages must be approved to avoid security attacks [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [29] [30] , such as the addition of false data, the modification of published messages and the reproduction of attacks [7] . These attacks can cause serious damage to the VANETs system [7] . In fact, as long as the wireless media in VANETs broadcast the unencrypted messages. A passive opposition can be easily controlled in all broadcast messages and can be controlled by the places explored by focusing on the vehicles over a period of time [8] . This leads to the privacy of drivers, since there is usually a strong relationship between a vehicle and its driver [9] .
When it comes to urban areas, the situation gets worse. Because these areas are often known by the presence of many IDPs, such as hospitals and restaurants, recognizing the driver's position can lead to the disclosure of vital information about their lives. This can cause the driver many problems, such as the disclosure of information on the number of the driver`s hospital visits to his employee [10] . Therefore, the protection of confidential privacy is important, since lack of protection can prevent the use of VANETs technology [11] .
Wu et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [13] came up with a CPPA strategy based on the group signature in which the OBUs did not need to store the private data. The TA can adequately identify the adversaries based on the cancellation list without wasting the cost that incur during retrieval of list. However, repudiation changes quickly due to fast vehicle speed and network topology. As the vehicle progresses, the problem of updating and choosing group managers and members becomes dynamic. Chim et al. [14] proposed a project using a two-way communication operation, in which the RSU used a pseudo identification to secure its true identity when communicating messages by creating a common key in the RSU manipulation phase and TA, where the TA can also see the true identity behind the quasiidentity. In the certification phase, RSU issues a notification message with a Bloom filter to reduce the cost of OBU calculations, but Horng et al. [15] later noted the proposed approach by Chim et al. [14] cannot resist tampering attacks; thus, malignant vehicles can exchange themselves as legal means to send malignant messages after stopping a legal message. However, Lee et al. [18] later pointed that this plan cannot achieve undeniable performance, Liu et al. [19] noted that the plan could not change resistance to an attack for improving the competence of communication, while providing the conditional privacy of the vehicles in the VANETs.
A typical VANETs includes registration permissions, administrative applications and servers, location based services, proxy servers, vehicles, RSUs, OBUs, group leader (depending on model) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , multimedia service provider, and transportation center for public and private companies as show in the Fig. 2 . New features in the vehicles includes event recording (EDR), GPS receiver and front and rear radars to detect obstacles [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] 34] . Communications through VANETs can be used to track vehicle locations. There are three types of communication in the VANETs V2V, V2I, and Inter road side communication (IRs) as shown in the Fig. 1 .
To address the aforementioned issues we proposed a technique in which we provide the query-based location and communication privacy in V2I and V2V. For this purpose we used Fog server and Fog anonymizer. We provide twofold step privacy to the vehicle drivers, so the adversaries cannot track the vehicle real location as well as the vehicle communication. 
Proposed Methodology
The proposed mechanism is based on the k-anonymity and the multi-path based communications among the V2V and V2I to give the senders k-anonymity at the VANETs level.
Sender k-anonymity
Let M be a communication query created by a vehicle v, and have the k-anonymity where k is a privacy reference for vehicle v, if the probability of combining the v as the query of sender is less or equal to 1=k. In the forthcoming section, we present how the k-anonymous query based communication is achieved and broadcast by the vehicle in VANETs by RSUs and OBUs to Fs. How the Fog anonymizer receives the queries from the Fs and forwards them to the LBS and after receiving the acknowledgment from the LBS, how it sends them back to the Fs, where Fs sends the queries to the vehicle v. And how these queries can only be decoded by the desired vehicle who initiated the query covered from the auxiliary k -1 vehicles, to assure the senders k-anonymity against the attackers including the LBS.
Overview of the system
Let V, N, Fs and LBS be the set of vehicles, network, Fog server and location-based server respectively. In our system vehicle is the entity that submits the communication query, the server is the network that provide the communication among the vehicles. Fog server Fs is the extra layer between vehicles and the Fog anonymizer provide the security and privacy for the communication. Fog anonymizer provides the trusted communication between the vehicles and the location-based servers. Our scheme mainly consists of four phases as shown in Fig.3 
Fog computing
Recently, fog computing has become an active cloud-related research area. It was incorporated by Cisco in 2012 [31] . It is an extended paradigm of cloud computing where network edge is employed for data processing and services contrary to the existing technique in which this is completely done in the cloud. It offers many advantages in comparison with traditional systems as location awareness, mobility support and low latency can be achieved by using fog architecture which eventually places the fog nodes closer to endusers. Fog computing also incorporates core cloud services. It changes conventional data centers into heterogeneous and distributed platforms as well. Therefore, fog computing supports the applications of internet of things in vehicular networks, actor/sensor networks and industrial automation that require the processing of context awareness and sensitive delays [32].
Fog Server Fs
Fs acts as intermediate tier between the vehicles and Fog anonymizer to provide the secure transmission of communication in VANETs. So, first of all Fog server Fs decrypts the message Mv with the secret key PK shared through v, then it transmits it to the Fog anonymizer. Fog server Fs confides on wireless network N to handle the messages mobility and delivery of the PK. Despite the fact that all the vehicles receive the message`s, vehicle v is the single vehicle with the secret key PK. And thus, it is the only vehicle that can decrypt the response and avail the service of VANETs. On the contrary, others did not have the vehicle PK, so they deleted the messages. 
Privacy in Fog Computing
The most concerning problem of the user is the risk of privacy leakage in VANETs. In fog computing, the algorithms of privacy preserving are run among the fog nodes and the cloud, because there is no problem of computation, processing, and storage for the both sides, and these are sufficient. And the running algorithms are resource prohibited at end device, they usually collect the data for the end devices as shown in Fig. 4 , for the privacy preservation at the fog nodes the homomorphic encryption is used for the preservation of the privacy without the decryption. For the statistical and aggregation differential privacy is applied to validation of non-exposure of privacy of an arbitrary and conflicting single entrance in data set. In this paper we use CASPER as a Fog anonymizer architecture. This architecture is a centralized trusted entity which is responsible for gathering and providing the required privacy for each vehicle in the network. Fog anonymizer received the exact message from the vehicle`s and blurs the information and send to the location based server. It also provide powerful privacy guarantee with high quality services. The four factors we have recognized for abstaining the shortcomings of the previous location Anonymizer are; quality, accuracy, flexibility and efficiency [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Minimum spatial area requirements and k anonymity has been supported by Casper [33] . The approach in which user's privacy could be adjusted depending upon the user`s needs. Complete pyramid and imperfect pyramid are the types of pyramid structures, subsumed by the Casper to deal with systems scalability. 
Anonymous Request
The anonymous inquiry process is generated by the vehicle or vehicle driver v, which intends to approach the applications mentioned earlier, provided by the LBS. There is no communication overhead for the V in execution of inquired queries for communication process, v commitments to first define the M message and the privacy preferences k. Then, v engenders the message identity mid and transmits the message M into the k data movement generating the messages {m1,m2,..mk} and PK. Derived messages are disseminated between neighbor's vehicles in the VANETs and PK forwarded to the Fog server through RSU. On the other hand, it randomly choses, with the probability {vf = 1=2}, either to transmit mi to the next vehicle v in the communications range, or to send this mi without the mid to the Fog server Fs.
After the transmission process each selected vehicle v separately sends the messages received by Fs. These messages from all the vehicles are forwarded to Fs through RSUs. Now Fs can decrypt each message incrementally through PK, reconstruct the messages and send them to the Fog anonymizer. The Fog anonymizer ammonize the message and send to the LBS for the desired outcomes. Fig. 6 Necessarily, only v r will be updated by the algorithms in the case, if any of the users send back the code. If the users in the i-level cell are subject to difficult rules that cannot be satisfied at the ith level, the four cells at Level I that is higher than i-1 will be integrated into one cell. The four cells of the surface i will be held together by the algorithm for the assistance of the vehicle.
If the corresponding user quits these cells, an inspection is made by the algorithms in order to assure that they require cell at level i. The four cells are integrated to their original cell by the algorithm, in case if there is no urgency of any cell at level i. Subject to the fresh entry of the user in the cells of level i, only the related data to will be updated. The K -anonymity along with the minimum spatial requirements is also backed by this algorithm.
Prominently, the concept is that ahead of application for any location-based service, a batch of the peers of the vehicle driver should be created either through single-hop or multihop communication. Later on, the existing space is computed as the region that encompasses the whole peer group. The user desires for the nearby gas station whilst all five are anonymous.
Conceptually the user is unidentifiable among the five users. Henceforth, the user must collaborate with the other four neighbors acting as a group. Thereupon, the user allots his accurate location within the area that encompasses the whole group of the vehicles {v; v1; v3; v7; v9}. The vehicle or vehicle driver randomly appoints another member of his group acting as an agent. After getting the desired results from the LBS, Fog anonymizer again encrypt the message with ABE encryption method that is {Mr={(ABE)PK(Mr)||v}}, also generate new PK and shared with the vehicle v through RSU.
Anonymous response
In our scheme the response is anonymous because no one can know about the queries and communication. If in the case that the LBS is compromised no one can track the location, query, as well as the communication, because the LBS did not know the exact query or location of the vehicle or vehicle driver. Fig. 8 represents an illustration of anonymous feedback to the query in Fig. 8 . Encrypted Queries Mr are broadcast to all the vehicles utilized in Fig. 8, that are, {v, v1, v3, v7, v9} . When v collects the message, and decrypt it with the key PK shared by Fog server Fs. The auxiliary vehicles deleted this message Mr, because they do not have the key.
Analysis and Discussion

Security Analysis
Our secure communication methods provide full privacy preservation for both vehicle-wise and server wise and the privacy for the vehicles in terms of both unlink-ability and anonymity. Our analysis will focus on how this plan can maintain the vehicle`s location and privacy communications and resist the potential privacy leak through the anonymizer and other individuals in the vehicle`s network. To examine the vehicle-wise privacy, by our proposed method, a vehicle always selfgenerates a new key for its messages when establishing a new communication session with the server. So, it is computationally impossible for a vehicle or a group of vehicles to notice the real identification of others vehicles.
In connection with V2I and V2V, the LBS does not notice the location and communication information about the vehicle or the vehicle driver. Since the spatial area is a cloaking area of the K vehicles, the LBS cannot accurately locate every vehicle with a probability greater than 1=K because of the K's anonymity principle. The results of the demands generated by the LBS are the candidate outcomes for all vehicle and vehicle drivers in the area. These results are anonymous for the adversaries and the LBS because of the encryption and anonymization process. Therefore, they cannot obtain location information about the vehicle or the vehicle driver. 
Simulation
We tested our design using the Veins1 simulation environment, based on two sets of simulation tools, both of which are well-designed in the corresponding domain. Extensive traffic mobility models, especially with regard to intersection management, are provided by SUMO. The main parameters for the evaluation are given in the Table 1 . 
Evaluation
In this unit, the performance and adaptability of our proposed system under different system conditions are examined. We executed the experiments concentrating on performance of our scheme.
Performance Analysis
There are four entities in our proposed scheme, and we calculate the cost of computation of these four entities, the running time of the vehicle is O (N + mk) , where N, m, and k are the vehicles, messages, and anonymity level respectively. We excluded the constant, so the final computational cost is given below. Fig. 9 (a, b) represents the processing time of the scheme at different stages. They contain the vehicles information on X-axis and the time on Y-axis. Fig. 9 (a, b) show the vehicle processing time. For this purpose we simulate 100 vehicles and it is clearly shown that the processing time is very low. Fig. 9 (a and b) represents the processing time from Vehicles to Fog anonymizer and from Fog anonymizer to LBS respectively, same simulation has been done for this experiment and the processing time is also very low.
The communication cost (CC) of the scheme at different stages is shown in the Fig. 9 (c, d) . They contain the Vehicle information on the X-axis and memory on the Y-axis. Fig. 9 (c, d) shows the CC of the vehicles when they start communicating through Fog anonymizer with the RSU or with other vehicles in the group. Fig. 9 (c) show the CC from Fog anonymizer to the LBS. the results shows that our proposed scheme have very low CC. Fig. 9 (d) shows the CC about V2V, and V2I communication from fog anonymizer to LBS. Fig. 10 (a) illustrates the rate of success of the V2I and V2V communication for our scheme. The success rate in the various quires groups is shown at Y-axis, each group represents queries of a certain value of k at X-axis. Black bars illustrate the true success rate delivered by our method, and the red bars illustrate a lower bound in the calculation of the quires should be used with regard to the abovementioned method. There are three views from the Fig. 10 (a) , primarily, our method delivers an average communication success rate. Secondly, the best average communication success rate is about 92 % of the abounded quires of 8 %, 50 % of them are not known, which means that in the worst case scenario, 5 % of all messages are diminished as a result of unknown messages. If we knew a method for constructing an optimal algorithm with logical and reasonable logic and tracking time, we could have a good boundary. Finally, quires with the greater k value are the more irregular.
Results on the Success Rate and w.r.t. for V2V and V2I Communication
The success rates for the value with k = 2 and 3 is about 40% greater than the success rates for the quires with the value of k = 4, and 5. Fig.  10 (b) demonstrates a relative (higher and better) anonymity level for our approach. The relative anonymities level y-axis is shown for different message groups; every group represents quires along a specific k value x-axis. Our approach represents relative anonymities level of 1:9 for quires with the value k = 2 which means that on average these quires are preserved with the value k = 3.5. Our method perform with small k values rather than greater values. The Fig. 11 illustrates how the network is occupied by the V2I and V2V communications over the time period. Very interesting results and prototype capabilities are implemented to cope with both simulation of vehicle communications and traffic. As predicted, the results of dissimilar arrangement designs indicate dissimilar behaviors of the framework in the dissimilar traffic environments.
In the low flow of the traffic, the distribution of the queries through the V2V and V2I infrastructure is very weak, because of the network coverage.
Only a short fraction of the networks, about 25%, can affect the distribution of the queries. In such events, it is quite possible that some vehicles may not receive the desired query. In the network where the traffic flow is medium, a large portion of the network was covered as illustrated in Fig:  11 . The two thirds of the networks are secured in our case, in the better applicable terms, which means that the growing number of the vehicles will boost the network coverage`s and exceptional communications. In the third part, it is conceivable to achieve the full network coverage, which is absolutely predictable. In fact, in dense traffic conditions, the network links turn to work at their full extent, which means that the vehicle frequency is actually high and the progress of the vehicles tends to average on the vehicle unit. Under these circumstances, neighboring vehicles may be in the range of the wireless sensors and increase the network connectivity. However, in all the simulations, our method provide better results in large network coverage and when, it can be connected to a small network we need to control all the parts. 
Conclusion
In this article we demonstrated an efficient method in which we preserve the query-based location and communication privacy in VANETs. There are two types of communications in VANETs V2V and V2I. In order to preserve communication privacy in both of them. We provide the trusted communication among the vehicles and infrastructure. Primarily, we used Fs along with Fog anonymizer CASPER, but this Fog anonymizer does not know the real location and queries of the vehicle driver due to the encrypted messages and Fs functionalities. In Fog computing, the algorithms of privacy preserving are run among fog nodes and cloud, because there is no problem of computation, processing, and storage for both sides, and these are sufficient. We create encrypted messages at initial level from the user side and send them to the Fs, and it also perform some encryption to secure the vehicle or vehicle driver because sometimes we cannot trust the Fog anonymizer or Fog anonymizer may be compromised, and the sensitive information will be reveal. Secondly we send all this information to Fog anonymizer and then Fog anonymizer anonymizes the query information and send it to the LBS. Then, it gets the desired results from the LBS and send them back to the vehicle`s or vehicle`s driver. The vehicle drivers transform the results and get the real query results.
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